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Abstract 
A sequence of priority queue operations can transform a permutation 72 of n elements to some, 
but not necessarily all, permutations 6. A recent result of Atkinson and Thiyagarajah (1993) 
states that the number of distinct transformation pairs (TC., a) is (n + l)“-‘. By Cayley’s theorem 
this is also the number of labelled trees with n + 1 nodes. We present a direct correspondence 
between labelled trees and transformation pairs and a linear time algorithm for constructing 
the tree corresponding to a pair of permutations along with related results. @ 1998-Elsevier 
Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we study the combinatorics of how a priority queue, a data structure 
that supports operations, can transform one permutation into another. 
A priority queue is an abstract data structure that supports the INSERT (I) and DELETE- 
MIN (DM) operations: INSERT inserts the current item into the priority queue; DELETE 
deletes and outputs the smallest item from the priority queue. 
To see how a priority queue can transform one permutation into another start with 
some permutation3 n of 1,2,. . . , rz. Now scan through the elements of 7~ from left to 
right. At each step of the process arbitrarily either insert the next element of 71 into 
the priority queue or - if the priority queue is not empty - delete the minimum item 
* Corresponding author. E-mail: zaks@cs.technion.ac.il. 
’ An earlier version of this paper was presented in the 20th International Workshop on Graph-Theoretic 
Concepts in Computer Science (WG), Miinchen, Germany, June 1994. 
* Work done while visiting the Department of Computer Science, Hong Kong University of Science & 
Technology. 
3 A permutation of a set S is denoted as a sequence of all the elements of S. 
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from the priority queue and write it out. When the process is complete the elements 
of rt will have been written out in a (possibly) different order. 
For example, for IZ = 3, if the elements are input into the priority queue in the order 
specified by the permutation (2 3 1) (that is, 2 enters first, followed by 3 and l), then 
they can be output in one of only three ways: (2 3 1) (by the sequences of opera- 
tions (I,I,I,DM,DM,DM) or (I,I,I,DM,DM,DM)), (2 13) (by (I,I,I,DM,DM,DM) 
or (I, I, I, DM, DM, DM) or (12 3) (by (I, I, I, DM, DM, DM)). In contrast the input se- 
quence (12 3) can only be output as (12 3), regardless of which of the five possible 
orderings for the INSERT and DELETE-MIN 




(T output permutation 
operations is used. 
is termed allowable if rc can be transformed into (T by priority queue operations. Thus 
the pairs 
(:::) and (:::) 
are allowable, while the pairs 
(:::) and (K) 
are not. The set of all allowable pairs of permutations of size n is denoted by Pn. 
For a given input permutation of size n, the valid sequences4 of n INSERT and n 
DELETE-MIN priority queue operations correspond to legal parenthetic expressions with n 
‘0s and n)‘s, which are in one-to-one correspondence with binary trees with n internal 
nodes (see, e. y., [5]). The number of such legal expressions is given by the Catalan 
number & (‘,:). As shown by the examples in the preceding paragraphs, depending 
upon the input n, not all of the outputs of these 5 (‘,“) operation sequences are 
unique. Recently though, the following global statement on the total number of outputs 
was proven. 
Theorem 1 (Atkinson and Thiyagarajah [2]). The number of allowable pairs of per- 
mutations of n elements is (n + l)‘-‘. 
The proof given in [2] works by showing that the number of allowable pairs satisfies 
a recurrence whose solution is (n + l)+‘. Recall that Cayley’s theorem [3] states that 
the number of labelled trees with n nodes is equal to rF2. We denote this set of trees 
by Z,. Theorem 1 can therefore be seen as stating that the number of allowable pairs 
on permutations of n elements is the same as the number of labelled trees with n + 1 
nodes. 
4A sequence of priority queue operations is valid if by every step it has always performed at least as 
many inserts as delete-km. 
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A combinatorial proof of Theorem 1 would exhibit a bijection between the set .‘/‘, 
of allowable pairs and the set YR+l of labelled trees. This, for example, has recently 
been done for another problem related to the combinatorics of permutations. It was 
known since 1959 that the number of (n - 1) tuples of transpositions in S,, (the set of 
permutations on n items) whose ordered product is a given cycle of length n is n’le2 
which is the number of labelled trees with II nodes. It was only in 1989 that a bijection 
between the two sets was demonstrated (see [4] for a short history and yet another 
bijection for that correspondence). In this paper we follow that path by demonstrating 
(Section 2) a natural bijection between the set & and the set ,T1+l. We then present 
a linear time algorithm for constructing the tree corresponding to an allowable pair 
(Section 4) and a lower bound of n(n log n) on finding the allowable pair correspond- 
ing to a tree, along with an optimal time O(r? logn) algorithm to do so (Section 5). 
(Another correspondence was independently found in [l], but no efficient algorithms 
were given there for these two transformations, especially for the construction of a 
pair of permutations corresponding to a given tree.) Before describing these two algo- 
rithms, we first present (in Section 3) an O(n) algorithm for computing the number 
S(G) of allowable pairs ( :) f or a given output permutation a; ideas developed in this 
section are then extended in designing the above-mentioned algorithms in Sections 4 
and 5. This algorithm improves the O(nlogn) expected time algorithm given in [2] (a 
different (O(n) algorithm has just been independently developed in [l].) 
Note that so far we have been implicitly assuming that the set of IZ elements to be 
permuted is (1,. ,n}. This is not necessary. For a permutation sequence n let z[i] 
be its ith element. Given a set S = {xl,. .x,,}, xl <x2 . <.x,~ it is just as valid to 
discuss the allowable pairs 
( 
-wll -%[2] . .’ &+I] 
-%ll %[2] . . . -G[n] 1 
of input sequences of S transformed to output sequences by priority queue operations. 
It is not difficult to see that such a pair will be allowable if and only if (,“) itself is 
allowable. Therefore in the rest of the paper, except where otherwise stated, we will 
implicitly assume that the II elements being permuted are precisely 1,. . , n. 
2. The correspondence 
In this section we demonstrate our correspondence between the set Pn of allowable 
pairs of permutations of n elements and the set Y&+, of labelled trees on n + 1 nodes. 
For a given pair (z) E Pnp,, we construct a tree T,,, E .%,+I, such that all trees in Yn+l 
are covered by this correspondence, and such that different pairs in gfi correspond to 
different trees. We demonstrate our construction on the pair 
71 0 ( = 879146532 0 781493562 
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Fig. I. The recursive construction - step 1. 
We denote the largest element of a permutation 71 by max(n). If we examine the 
process of inputing K and outputing o from the priority queue, we notice that when 
max(n) (9 in the example) is output, the queue must be empty. When the largest 
element of the remaining elements of rr (6 in the example) is output, the queue must 
again be empty, and so on. Thus, the pair of allowable permutations can be partitioned 
into 
where each of the pairs ( :I) is allowable. 
In the example, we have 
The above factorization of (z) IS unique. Moreover, this partition can be found by 
scanning the output permutation 0, and identifying the right-to-left maxima. That is, 
the first such element ml is the rightmost element of (T. The next one is the rightmost 
element rn2 that is to the left of ml and larger than it, the next one is the rightmost 
element m3 that is to the left of rn2 and larger than it, and so on. In the example these 
right-to-left maxima are 2, 6 and 9. 
Given (r ) E Pn”,, we now construct the tree Tn+, E Tn+i, labelled with { 1,. . . , TV} U 
{*}. We first label one node with *. This node has k neighbors, corresponding to the 
k elements in the partition 
In the example, this node will have 3 neighbors. The subtrees Z will correspond to the 
pairs (:I ) in a recursive manner. The first step in building the tree for our example is 
depicted in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 2. The recursive construction ~ step 2 
Fig. 3. The recursive construction - step 3 
In order to build the trees 6, we note that for each of (z; ), the last element of cri 
is the largest. For a permutation M, let M’ be the permutation obtained by deleting the 
largest element from c(, and consider the pairs of permutations (2 ). Clearly each such 
pair is also allowable. In our example, the pairs are 
. 
. 
Given ( i: ) , we need the following information in order to uniquely reconstruct ( z; ) : 
the value of max(rci), 
the position of max(ai) in ni. 
(we know that max(rc;) is the last element in ai). 
Thus, we will recursively build the trees Kr = ~,/,,~ (see Fig. 2); the * that labels I , 
the “top” node in KJ is replaced by max(ai). In addition, the edge connecting * in 
T n-0 to the tree T will be connected to the successor of max(rri) in rri. Suppose we 
have built the trees T’, corresponding to ( ;;I:), ( :l), and ( ), as depicted in Fig. 3. 




Fig. 4. The recursive construction - the resulting tree 
Transform : Input: An allowable pair 
Output: The tree TX,,. 
-The base ease - 
= () RETURN a node labelled *. 
-The other cases - 
Partition r = Ir* ?rz . . . “k 
O( 
D ‘71 02 Qk 
where the last elements of the u; are 
the right-to-left maxima of Q 
Create a new root node labelled *. 
FORi:=lTOkDO 
BEGIN 
mi := mu; 
Si := EllCCeGSOr OfT7li m 7C;; 
Ti := T~~7MfO~??l(~)~ 
Replace the * label ‘m Ti by mi; 
Connect the node labelled Si to the node labelled * in main tree 
END 
Fig. 5. The full transformation. xi is the permutation A~ with its largest element removed. If mi is the last 
element in K, then llz, is considered its own successor. 
The tree T is then built by replacing each *-labelled node in T’ with the element 
max(q) (9,6 and 2 in our example), and then connecting the * node to the successors 
of max(ni) in xi, or to max(ni) in case it is the rightmost element in ni (1,5 and 2, 
in our example). Applying this construction recursively, we then get the tree shown in 
Fig. 4. 
We present a full description of the transformation in Fig. 5. It is a routine matter 
to verify the following theorem. 
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Theorem 2. The above correspondence establishes a one-to-one correspondence be- 
tween $, and FnTn+l. 
3. Calculating s(a) in O(n) time 
Suppose 0 is a permutation on n items. Let 
s(u)= I{~:(;)E.%)i 
be the number of permutations that can be transformed into r~ by the priority queue 
operations. In this section we describe how the insights into the structure of allowable 
pairs developed in the previous section yield an O(n) time algorithm for calculat- 
ing S(C). This improves upon the algorithm described in [2] which runs in expected 
O(n log n) time on random permutations. Our main reason for presenting this algo- 
rithm here is that it introduces the basic tools that will be needed in the next section 
to develop an O(n) time algorithm for constructing the tree T,,, corresponding to an 
allowable pair (z). 
For a permutation X, x[i] is the ith element of CX, and ~‘[m] is the location of m 
in r. In what follows we assume that both CJ and its inverse (r-’ have already been 
processed so that, for any index i, the values of both (r[i] and a-‘[ml can be accessed 
in constant time. This preprocessing can easily be performed in linear time by scanning 
through the elements of B. 
In the previous section we described how to uniquely decompose an allowable pair 
(z) into k allowable pairs (,“:), i=l,..., k where k is the number of right-to-left 
maxima in 0. The decomposition is effected by finding the k right-to-left maxima 
which are the rightmost elements of gi, i = 1,. . . , k. The structure of the decompo- 
sition therefore depends solely upon CJ and not upon rr. Furthermore, it is not dif- 
ficult to see that if z;, i = 1,. . . , k, are any sequences such that ( :I), i = 1,. , k 
are all allowable then (z) is also allowable where rt = rri 712 . . nk. This proves 
that 
s(a)= n S(Oi) 
I <i<k 
and suggests a simple algorithm for calculating s(a): scan through (T from right to left, 
identify the right-to-left maxima and thus the cr,‘s, calculate all of the ~(0;)‘s and then 
multiply them together. The catch is that this requires being able to calculate the .~(a,) 
in an online fashion, To do this we recall that each Cri is in a very special form; its 
largest element is its rightmost element. 
Let m, = max(oi) which is the rightmost item in rri. Recall that G! is the sequence 
obtained by deleting m; from Gi. Suppose n; is such that (5:) is allowable and let rc: 
be the sequence obtained by deleting mi from xi. Then ( $ ) is allowable. 
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Now suppose that rti is any sequence such that ( 2) is allowable. Insert mi into any 
of the Ini 1 + 1 = [Gil positions either at the front, back, or between two elements in rci 
and call the resulting permutation rci; the resulting pair (El) is allowable. This implies 
that 
S(fJi)= loi] ‘S(Oi). (2) 
In our canonical example CJ~ =78149 so 0; =7814, and ml =9. Let rci =8714; (:I) 
is allowable. Then each of the five possibilities ni = 98714, ~1 = 89714, rci = 87914, 
rci = 87194, and 7~1 = 87149 yield allowable pairs (z{ ). Also ~(78149) = 5 . ~(7814). 
We can now develop the algorithm. It sweeps over CJ from right to left, calculating, 
for each i, the length of oi and, recursively, the value of s(cr[). It then uses Eq. (2) to 
calculate s(o). 
Calculating the length of the bi is easy: the scan starts at mi, the last value in oi. 
It then scans to the left until it hits mi_ 1, the first value larger than mi. The distance 
covered between mi and mi-i is Icril. (If the scan reaches the left end of o without 
hitting a larger item then it stops and pretends that it has hit a larger item because it 
has reached the end of 01.) When the algorithm finishes sweeping through oi it has 
swept through 0; and has recursively calculated ~(0:). Let 
b[i] = max{O, max{j < i : a[j] > o[i]}} 
be the index of the first element in (T to the left of location i which contains a value 
greater than o[i]. Eqs. (1) and (2) along with the discussion of the previous paragraph 
imply that 
s(a)= n (i - b[i]) 
I <iSn 
(this equation was also derived in [2] in a different fashion). This leads us to the 
following algorithm: 
s := 1; PUSH(n + 1, S); 
FOR j:=n DOWNTO 1 
WHILE (a[f > TOPOFSTACK) DO 
m = POP(S); 
s :=s * (o-‘[ml - j); 
P@Wdjl, 0 
-Pop remaining items off S.- 
WHILE (TOPOFSTACK # n + 1) DO 
m = POP(S); 
s:=s*(o-l[m]); 
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Fig. 6. The status of the stack as the algorithm for computing s(u) runs on 0 = 781493562. The element on 
the top of the stack is the one that has just been scanned. 
Fig. 6 illustrates the stack as the algorithm runs on cr = 781493562. For convenience 
we also provide the function b[ 1. 
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 I 8 9 
a[j] 7 8 1 4 9 3 5 6 2 
b[j] 0 0 2 2 0 5 5 5 8 
The function Push(a, S) pushes a onto stack S and POP(S) pops the top value from 
S and returns it. The value 12 + 1 serves as a marker for the bottom of the stack. 
The algorithm uses a stack which originally contains only the value n + 1 to serve 
as a marker for the bottom of the stack. As the algorithm sweeps from right to left 
stopping at location j it compares a[j] to the items in the stack, pops off all that are 
less than o[j] and then pushes o[j] onto the stack. An element m is popped off of 
the stack when the first element to its left with greater value is reached. For example, 
element mi is popped off the stack when mi-1 is scanned. If element m is popped 
off the stack when location j is scanned then j =b[a-‘[ml]. The algorithm then sets 
s := s * (o-‘[ml - j). Since every element is popped off the stack exactly once the 
algorithm therefore calculates 




Also, since every element is pushed onto and popped off of the stack exactly once, the 
algorithm runs in O(n) time. This proves the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. Given a permutation CJ on the set { 1,. . , n} the algorithm described above 
correctly calculates s(a) in O(n) time. 
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4. Building the tree from the allowable pair 
In Section 2 we described a bijection between labelled trees on n + 1 nodes and the 
set of allowable pairs of permutations of size n. The description of the bijection could 
be used to construct a recursive algorithm for constructing the tree TX+o corresponding 
to an allowable pair (i), but that algorithm would not be particularly efficient. In this 
section we describe an O(n) algorithm for building the tree TX+. The algorithm uses 
ideas similar to those developed in the algorithm of the previous section for calculating 
s(o); it scans o from right to left pushing and popping elements from the stack in 
exactly the same order as that one did. 
In the remainder of this section we briefly sketch the algorithm for construction 
T x+0 and the intuition behind it. 
The algorithm starts with IZ + 1 isolated labelled nodes { 1,. . . , n, *}. The algorithm 
uses a doubly linked list LL containing the permutation rr in order; elements will be 
deleted from this list as the algorithm progresses. Finally, the algorithm also stores an 
array of pointers to the elements in LL. This will enable constant time location of the 
successor of element j in the list and constant time deletion of element j from the list. 
The algorithm follows: 
- List LL stores IX; S is a stack - 
PUSH(*,S); 
FOR j := n DOWNTO 1 
WHILE (o[j] > TOPOFSTACK) DO 
m = POP(S); 
- Connect tree that has o[ j] as max value to its father- 
IF a[j] is last item on list THEN s := o[j]. 
ELSE s := successor of cr[j] in LL. 
Make s a child of TOPOFSTACK 
Delete a[j] from LL 
f’~~H(4jl,S> 
The algorithm is best understood through reference to the recursive definition of the 
construction described in Section 2. Recall that the recursive definition builds the trees 
T,,,,I / / corresponding to the pairs (3)) i = 1,. . . , k, substitutes the value mi for the 
roots (*) of T,;,, I and then attaches the root of the main tree to the node in T,I,,I r / 
which contains the successor of rni in xi (if mi is the last element in rci then mi is 
considered its own successor). This is implemented by the right to left sweep of the 
algorithm. 
Consider how the algorithm constructs the top-level decomposition of the trees in 
connecting * to TX,,,,. It stores the * node, the root of the tree, in the stack. It then 
sweeps from right ‘to i&t over o identifying the right-to-left maxima mi, i = k, k - 1, 
“‘> 1 and, from them, the pi, i = k, . . , 1. When the algorithm reaches mi it has already 
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constructed each of the subtrees T,~,,,I, j >i, replaced their roots by the appropriate 
value mj and properly connected the subtree to *. All of the elements in TCj, j>i have 
already been scanned and removed from LL whose last 17~; 1 elements must then be the 
sequence 7r,. 
The algorithm then starts sweeping ~~~ Because rni is larger than anything that has 
been seen before, everything except for the * node is popped off of the stack. It 
then references LL to find the successor of m, in x (if nri is the last element in LL 
then mi is considered its own successor), and connects this to the root of the tree 
whose label is stored at the top of the stack, e.g., *. This properly connects the root 
to T,J,,~. 
Next it deletes a[j] from LL. This ensures that the last I$/ items in LL are exactly 
those in the sequence rc: in order. Then it pushes mi onto the stack where it will 
stay until something larger is encountered, i.e., m;_l. While it is sweeping from m, to 
m;_1 it is building the tree T,+,,J in the same manner that it builds T,,,. The node 
that it uses as the root for this subtree is the node which is placed on the top of the 
stack when this phase commences and remains on the stack until the phase terminates. 
i.e., m,. 
Since each node is pushed onto the stack only once and popped at most once, 
this algorithm uses only O(n) time. Furthermore at each of the n steps of the al- 
gorithm a unique edge in T,,, is created. The tree has exactly n edges so this 
proves. 
Theorem 4. The algorithm described above uses O(n) time to correctly construct the 
tree T,,, corresponding to allowable pair (,“). 
Fig. 7 provides an example of the algorithm. Given 7t= 879146532 and 0 = 
781493562, the algorithm starts with a tree containing n + 1 isolated nodes, labelled 
1,. , n and *. It pushes * onto the stack, and scans (T from right to left. It pushes 
o(9) = 2 onto the stack, connects the node labelled s = 2 with TOPOFSTACK = *, 
and deletes 2 from rc. The current situation is depicted in Fig. 7(A). 
Next it finds o(8) = 6. It pops 2 off the stack, connects the node labelled s = 5 with 
TOPOFSTACK = *, and deletes 6 from rr and pushed onto the stack (see Fig. 7(B)). 
For o(7) = 5 we have s = 3, that is connected to TOPOFSTACK = 6,5 is deleted 
from 71 and pushed onto the stack (see Fig. 7(C)). For g(6)=3 we have s= 3, that 
is connected to TOPOFSTACK = 5,3 is deleted from n and pushed onto the stack 
(Fig. 7(D)). When o(5) =9 is now read, 3, 5 and 6 are popped off the stack, s = 1 
is connected to TOPOFSTACK = *, 9 is deleted from rc and pushed onto the stack 
(Fig. 7(E)). After reading o(4) = 4 and a(3) = 1, the states are as shown in Figs. 7(F) 
and 7(G). 
Then, reading a(2) = 8 1 and 4 are popped off the stack, and s = 7 is connected to 
TOPOFSTACK =9 (Fig. 7(H)). Reading a(l)= 7 results in connecting it to 
TOPOFSTACK = 8 (Fig. 7(I)). 
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Fig. 7. The algorithm run on x=879146532, 0=781493562. The diagram illustrates the state of the data 
structures after the element in the shaded node is scanned (which will be the element on the top of the 
stack). The dotted lines enclose the current tree being built. 
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5. Building the allowable pair from the tree 
In this section we describe an optimal-time algorithm to perform the inverse trans- 
formation; given a tree T with n + 1 nodes labelled with {XI,. . . .x,, *} it returns the 
allowable pair of permutations (z) such that T = r,,,. 
Before describing the efficient algorithm we first describe the straightforward recurs- 
ive definition of the inverse transformation from T to (f) such that T = TX_,. In what 
follows we let rt(T),a(T), be the permutations such that T = TXCr)+o(r). 
If T is the one node tree with label * then n(T) = o(r) = 0. Otherwise let TI, , Tk 
be the k subtrees hanging off of the * node in T. Let rni be the maximum label in 
7;. We assume that ml > m2 > > Ink. Furthermore, let c, be the label of the unique 
node in 7; such that the edge (*, c, ) is in T. 
Now let T,’ be 7; with label m, replaced by *. Recursively construct n( 7;‘) and C( 7/). 
Set CJ~ to be CJ( T’) followed by mi and insert mi into rr(q’) immediately before c; (if 
mi = ci insert mi at the end of r~( q’)) and call the resulting permutation 7ci. Insert m; 
at the end of o(7;‘) and call the resulting permutation gi. Finally set n(T) = ~17~2.. TC~ 
and o(T)=ol~...gk. 
Working backwards we see that this is exactly the inverse transformation. 
A straightforward implementation of this inverse transformation would take @(n2) 
time to recursively find the mi’s in the smaller and smaller trees. In what follows we 
describe an O(n logn) time algorithm. This will be optimal in the comparison tree 
model of computation due to the following observation: 
Theorem 5. Any algorithm to construct the pair of allowable permutations (,“), cor- 
responding to an input tree T, i.e., T = T,,,, requires at least n(n log n) time in the 
comparison tree model of computation. 
Proof. Given n numbers xl,. . ,x,~, let T be the tree with n + 1 nodes labelled xi,. . , 
x,, *, in which the node labelled with * is connected to all of the other nodes (see 
Fig. 8). Then T= Tx+0 where 7c = (T are the given numbers x1,x2,. . . ,x,, sorted in 
reverse order (i.e., n=B=(xi,,xi? ,..., xi,,), where xi,>~;~>...>xi,,, and where 
(x,,,x,z>... ,Xi,,) is a permutation of (x1,x2 ,..., x,).) 
Therefore constructing the reverse tree must require 0(n log n) time in the compar- 
ison tree model of computation. 0 
We now describe an algorithm that will, in O(n logn) time, transform T into another 
tree V(T), which, unlike T, will be ordered (and, in particular, rooted), and with 
labelled edges. 
This V(T) is defined so that traversing it in O(n) time will yield (z). In the remain- 
der of this section we first describe V(T), then demonstrate how knowing it permits 
the construction of ( f) in O(n) time, and finally show how to construct V(T) from 
T in O(n log n) time. 
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Fig. 8. The tree for the proof of Theorem 5 
Fig. 9. The tree V(T). 
We define V(T) recursively. If T has only one node v then V(T) = T. Otherwise 
let max(T) be the maximum label in T (* is considered larger than all other labels), 
and let T,, T,, , Tk be the subtrees of T hanging off max(T); we assume that the 
subtrees are sorted so that max( Tl ) > max( T2) > . . . > max( Tk ). Let Ci, i = 1,. . . , k be 
the unique node in T that is a neighbor of max(T). 
Now, label the root of V(T) with max( T). Recursively construct V(q), i = 1,. . . , k. 
Connect max(T) to the roots of the z, labelling the edge with the associated ci. These 
adjacency connections will be stored in the adjacency list in sorted order, i.e., the 
connection to TI first, then to T2, etc. 
The definition of V(T) totally mimics the description of the inverse transformation 
given at the beginning of this section. A recursive depth first search of V(T) will 
therefore permit the construction of x(T) and a(T) in O(n) time. (See example in 
Fig. 9, which is the V(T) corresponding to the tree T of Fig. 4.) 
To efficiently construct V(T) we will need to be able to start with one tree and 
maintain a forest under the following operations: take a tree T, , finds its largest labelled 
node, cut off the subtree T2 connected to the root that contains that largest node, and 
then make the largest labelled node the root of T2. We implement these operations 
using the dynamic (link-cut) trees developed in [7]. 
Their data structure maintains a forest of trees under the following operations: 
root(vertex: v) Returns the root of the tree containing u. 
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link(vertex: u, w) Combine the trees containing c’ and w by adding edge (u, w), making 
w the parent of u. This operation assumes that w and z: are in different trees and 
w is a tree root. 
cut(vertex: u) Cut the tree containing v into two parts by deleting edge (v,parent(v)). 
This operation assumes that u is not a tree root. After the operation 21 becomes 
the root of the tree containing it. 
evert (vertex: I:) Modify the tree containing v by making 2’ its root. 
The dynamic-tree data structure [7] implements these operations (among others) in 
O(log n) time per operation. 
We now show how to use the dynamic tree operations to construct V(T). We assume 
T is already stored as a dynamic tree with root * (otherwise we can transform it into 
one in O(n log n) time using n link operations). We also assume that we know the labels 
xi,. . ,x,, of the nodes of the tree sorted in decreasing order, i.e. xi >x2 > . . . >x,,, and 
that we can access their corresponding nodes in the dynamic tree in constant time. 
Therefore we will abuse the notation and write root(x;) to mean “find root of the node 
labelled x,“. For convenience we set x0 = *. Finally, we assume that every node c of 
the tree contains an auxiliary label p(x) which is originally unset. 
FOR every child u of node * DO 
BEGIN cut(u); p(u) := * END 
FOR i := 1 TO n DO 
BEGIN 
Find v = root(xi) 
In V(T) Make xi the next child of p(v) and 
label the edge (p(C),Xi) with V; 
evert(x;); 
FOR every child u of node xi DO 
BEGIN Cut(u); P(U) I= Xi END 
END 
This algorithm runs in O(n log n) time because it performs one evert for every node 
in the tree and one cut for every edge. Since T has n + 1 nodes and each of the 
operations only requires O(log 12) time, the O(n log n) running time follows. 
We now argue the correctness of the algorithm. Our proof will be by induction on 
n, the number of nodes in T. If n = 1 then the tree T contains one node labelled t’, 
and the algorithm correctly constructs V(T) = T. 
If n>l let T,,. . . , Tk be the subtrees hanging off the * labelled node, mj = max( T/ ) 
be the maximum label in T,, j = 1,. , k, and CL the unique node in q that is a neighbor 
of *. We assume that the q are labelled so that ml >m2 > . >rnk. 
After the first FOR loop is completed the trees q have been disconnected from 
the root of T; the root of I; will be <i with p(c,,) = *. Now, examine the situation 
the first time that the FOR loop on xi accesses an item in q. This will be when 
xi =m,, for some i. When this happens root(x,) = cj so the algorithm correctly adds 
edge (*, mi) labelled with c, to V(T). It does this for all j in the proper order so the 
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edges connected to the node labelled * are stored in the adjacency list of this node in 
the proper order. 
Let us now examine how the algorithm processes the other nodes in c. After 
examining mj the algorithm everted Tj making mj its root. From then on the behavior 
of the algorithm on q is exactly the same as if the algorithm was uniquely operat- 
ing on the tree q using mj as the root in place of *. This is because the algorithm 
continues processing the xi in T in decreasing order so it processes the nodes in q in 
decreasing order. It might process nodes in other trees T~I between nodes in q but that 
does not affect how the algorithm operates on nodes in q. Therefore, by the induction 
hypothesis, when the algorithm concludes it has correctly constructed the tree V(c). 
Since the algorithm does this for all j = 1,. . . , k, and, furthermore, correctly connects 
the node labelled * to each root mj of the Tj, the algorithm correctly calculates V(T). 
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